The Birman exact sequence describes the effect on the mapping class group of a surface with boundary of gluing discs to the boundary components. We construct an analogous exact sequence for the automorphism group of a free group. For the mapping class group, the kernel of the Birman exact sequence is a surface braid group. We prove that in the context of the automorphism group of a free group, the natural kernel is finitely generated. However, it is not finitely presentable; indeed, we prove that its second rational homology group has infinite rank by constructing an explicit infinite collection of linearly independent abelian cycles. We also determine the abelianization of our kernel and build a simple infinite presentation for it. The key to many of our proofs are several new generalizations of the Johnson homomorphisms.
Introduction
When studying the mapping class group ModpΣq of a closed orientable surface Σ, one is led inexorably to the mapping class groups of surfaces with boundary. For instance, often phenomena are "concentrated" on a subsurface of Σ, and thus they "live" in the mapping class group of the subsurface (which is a surface with boundary). The key tool for understanding the mapping class group of a surface with boundary is the Birman exact sequence. If S is a surface with p boundary components andŜ is the closed surface that results from gluing discs to the boundary components of S, then there is a natural surjection ψ : ModpSq Ñ ModpŜq. Namely, if f P ModpSq, then ψpf q is obtained by extending f over the glued-in discs. Excluding some degenerate low-genus cases, a basic result of Birman [3] shows that Kerpψq is isomorphic to the p-strand braid group B p pŜq onŜ (or possibly a slight modification of B p pŜq depending on your conventions for mapping class groups of surfaces with boundary). This is summarized in the exact sequence 1 ÝÑ B p pŜq ÝÑ ModpSq ÝÑ ModpŜq ÝÑ 1.
(
The purpose of this paper is to develop a similar exact sequence for the automorphism group of a free group.
Supported in part by an NSF postdoctoral fellowship : Supported in part by NSF grant DMS-1005318 Automorphisms of free groups with boundary, motivation. We begin by giving a definition of the "automorphism group of a free group with boundary". A motivation for this definition is as follows. A prototypical example of where mapping class groups of surfaces with boundary arise is as the stabilizer of a collection of homotopy classes of non-nullhomotopic disjoint simple closed curves γ 1 , . . . , γ k on a genus g surface Σ g (such a collection forms a simplex in the curve complex). The stabilizer of the γ i is then essentially the mapping class group of the result of cutting Σ g along the γ i . We wish to give an algebraic description of such collections.
Recall that there is a bijection between conjugacy classes in π 1 pΣ g q and homotopy classes of oriented closed curves on Σ g . We want to understand which collections of conjugacy classes in π 1 pΣ g q correspond to collections γ 1 , . . . , γ k of homotopy classes of disjoint non-nullhomotopic simple closed curves on Σ g (oriented in some way). The description is simplest if we restrict to collections of γ i such that γ 1 Y¨¨¨Y γ k does not separate Σ g . Elements a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a g , b g P π 1 pΣ g q form a standard basis for π 1 pΣ g q if they generate π 1 pΣ g q and satisfy the surface relation ra 1 , b 1 s¨¨¨ra g , b g s " 1. We then have the following folklore fact. As notation, if G is a group and g P G, then vgw will denote the conjugacy class of g. We do not know a reference for Proposition 1.1, so we include a proof in Appendix A. Proposition 1.1 suggests defining the automorphism group of a free group with boundary to be the subgroup of the automorphism group of a free group fixing the conjugacy classes of some fixed partial basis for the free group.
Automorphisms of free groups with boundary, definition. Let F n,k,l be the free group on letters tx 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y k , z 1 , . . . , z l u and set X " tx 1 , . . . , x n u and Y " ty 1 , . . . , y k u and Z " tz 1 , . . . , z l u.
We define
A n,k,l " tf P AutpF n,k,l q | vf pvqw " vvw for v P Y Y Zu.
The reason for separating the roles of the y i and the z j will become apparent shortly. The group A n,k,l should be viewed as the automorphism group of a free group on n letters with k`l boundary components.
Remark. There have been many proposals for analogues of the curve complex for AutpF n q (see, e.g., [2, 9, 12, 13, 14, 19] ). The groups A n,k,l form the simplex stabilizers for the action of AutpF n,k,l q on the complex of partial bases, which is one of these analogues. In [9] , the results in the current paper are used to prove some topological results about this complex.
The simplex stabilizers of several other curve complex analogues are closely related to the groups A n,k,l .
Generators for the kernel. To understand (2), we must study the kernel group K n,k,l . We begin by giving generators for it. For distinct v, w P X Y Y Y Z and ǫ "˘1, let M v ǫ ,w and C v,w be the elements of AutpF n,k,l q that are defined by Theorem A. The group K n,k,l is generated by the finite set
The kernel is not finitely presentable. Theorem A might suggest to the reader that K n,k,l is a well-behaved group, but this hope is dashed by the following theorem.
Theorem B. If k ě 1 and n`l ě 2, then K n,k,l is not finitely presentable. In fact, H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq has infinite rank.
Remark. Theorem B should be contrasted to what happens in the mapping class group of a surface, where the kernel of the Birman exact sequence is finitely presented (and, in fact, has a compact Eilenberg-MacLane space, so all of its homology groups have finite rank).
Our proof of Theorem B actually yields an explicit infinite set of linearly independent classes in H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq. These classes arise as abelian cycles. If G is a group and x, y P G are commuting elements, then there is a homomorphism i : Z 2 Ñ G taking the generators of Z 2 to x and y. The 2-torus is an Eilenberg-MacLane space for Z 2 , so H 2 pZ 2 ; Qq -Q. Letting c P H 2 pZ 2 ; Qq be the standard generator, the element i˚pcq P H 2 pG; Qq is known as the abelian cycle determined by x and y. Returning to K n,k,l , the assumptions of Theorem B imply that we can find y P Y and a, b P X Y Z such that a ‰ b. It is easily verified that the elements C m y,a C b,y C´m y,a and C a,y C b,y of K n,k,l commute for all m ě 1. Letting µ m P H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq be the associated abelian cycle, we will prove that the µ m are linearly independent.
Remark. A priori, it is not even clear that the µ m are nonzero cohomology classes.
Comment about proof of Theorem B. The key step in proving that the µ m are linearly independent is the construction of elements ζ m P H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq which are "dual" to the µ m . The ζ m are "almost" cup products of elements of H 1 . More precisely, there is a natural subgroup L ă K n,k,l and a homomorphism I : L Ñ A, where A is an infinite rank abelian group. The homomorphism I can be viewed as a generalization of the Johnson homomorphism, which is a well-known abelian quotient of the Torelli subgroup of the mapping class group of a surface (see §2 for details). We construct a sequence of surjections α 1 m : A Ñ Z, and thus a sequence of surjections α m : L Ñ Z. The cohomology class rα m s is then an element of H 1 pL; Qq, and we can construct elements
The elements ζ m P H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq are constructed from η m by a sort of averaging process similar to the classical transfer map, though the transfer map cannot be used directly since L is an infinite-index subgroup of K n,k,l .
Relations in the kernel. In spite of Theorem B, it turns out that there are only five basic relations in K n,k,l . These appear as relations R1-R5 in Table 1 . We have the following theorem.
Theorem C (Informal). The group K n,k,l has a presentation xS K | Ry, where S K is the generating set from Theorem A and R consists of all relations "of the same type" as relations R1-R5 in Table 1 .
Let S K be the generating set from Theorem A. The set R K is the set of all relations between elements of F pS K q of the following forms:
R1. Three classes of relations saying that generators commute.
(1) rM x ǫ ,v , M w δ ,y s " 1 for x, w P X, ǫ, δ "˘1 and v, y P Y with x ǫ ‰ w δ ,
for ǫ, δ "˘1, x P X, and v, z P Y such that v ‰ z;
R5. C´ǫ y,x M x´ǫ,y C ǫ y,x " M´1 x ǫ ,y for ǫ "˘1, x P X, and y P Y . Of course, this appears to contradict Theorem B. However, the relations in R1-R5 depend on a choice of basis, and in Theorem C we require the infinite collection of relations of the forms R1-R5 with respect to all choices of basis. See Theorem 5.6 in §5 for a precise statement. Also see Corollary 5.7, where we deduce that K n,k,l has a finite L-presentation (a strong kind of recursive presentation).
The abelianization of the kernel. Our next main theorem gives the abelianization of K n,k,l . There are three families of abelian quotients (see §3 for more details)
• Let ψ be the restriction of the natural homomorphism AutpF n,k,l q Ñ AutpZ n`k`l q -GL n`k`l pZq to K n,k,l . Then it turns out that the image of ψ is a free abelian subgroup of GL n`k`l pZq of rank nk.
• If n " 0, then K n,k,l acts trivially on F ab n,k,l " Z n`k`l and thus by definition lies in the subgroup IA n,k,l " tf P AutpF n,k,l q | f acts trivially on F ab n,k,l u of AutpF n,k,l q. The group IA n,k,l is often called the Torelli subgroup of AutpF n,k,l q. There is a well-known homomorphism J : IA n Ñ HompZ n`k`l , Ź 2 Z n`k`l q known as the Johnson homomorphism, and JpK n,k,l q has rank 2kl`kpk´1q.
• If n ą 0, then K n,k,l does not act trivially on F ab n,k,l so the Johnson homomorphism is not available. Nonetheless, we will construct a sequence of modified versions of the Johnson homomorphism in this case the direct sum of whose images is a free abelian group of rank 2kl`kn.
The above abelian quotients are all independent of each other, and we prove that they give the entire abelianization of K n,k,l .
Theorem D. In the case n " 0, we have
An alternate definition. Our last theorem concerns a possible alternate definition of the automorphism group of a free group with boundary. Define
The group A 1 n,k,l was first studied by McCool [21] , who proved that it was finitely presentable. Just as for A n,k,l , there is a split surjection ρ 1 : A 1 n,k,l Ñ A n,0,l . Define K 1 n,k,l " Kerpρ 1 q, so we have a short exact sequence
One might expect that K 1 n,k,l is similar to K n,k,l ; however, the following theorem shows that they are quite different.
Theorem E. Fix n, k ě 1 and l ě 0 such that n`l ě 2. Then the group K 1 n,k,l is not finitely generated. In fact, H 1 pK 1 n,k,l ; Qq has infinite rank. The proof of this falls out of our proof of Theorem B above. Recall from the proof sketch that one of the key steps was the construction of a subgroup L ă K n,k,l and a "Johnson homomorphism" I : L Ñ A, where A is an abelian group of infinite rank. It turns out that K 1 n,k,l Ă L and the image IpK 1 n,k,l q has infinite rank.
Prior results. Some special cases of our theorems appear in the literature on the pure symmetric automorphism group. Define K m " K 0,1,m´1 . In [8] , Collins and Gilbert proved that K 3 is not finitely presentable. In [25] , Pettet proved that K m is finitely generated for all m and that K m is not finitely presentable for m ě 3. She also calculated the abelianization of K m . Our proof of the finite generation of K n,k,l is a generalization of the proof in [25] ; however, our proofs of our other results are quite different from those in [8] and [25] .
Johnson crossed homomorphisms
To study H 1 pK n,k,l ; Zq and H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq, we will need several variants on the well-known Johnson homomorphisms. These homomorphisms were originally introduced in the context of the Torelli subgroup of the mapping class group of a surface by Johnson [17, 18] and have since been generalized to a variety of contexts (see, e.g., [4, 6, 7, 10, 20] ). In this section, we give a general framework for studying them.
Recall first that if a group Γ acts on an abelian group M , then a crossed homomorphism from Γ to M with respect to this action is a function φ : Γ Ñ M satisfying the cocycle identity φpg 1 g 2 q " φpg 1 q`g 1 pφpg 2pg 1 , g 2 P Γq.
Crossed homomorphisms are also sometimes referred to as twisted 1-cocycles or as derivations. The set of all crossed homomorphisms from Γ to M forms an abelian group which we will denote DerpΓ, M q. If Γ acts trivially on M , then DerpΓ, M q " HompΓ, M q. Now let 1 ÝÑ A ÝÑ B ÝÑ C ÝÑ 1 be a short exact sequence of groups and let G be a group which acts on B. Assume the following three conditions hold.
2. For a P A and g P G, we have gpaq P A.
3. The induced action of G on C " B{A is trivial.
To simplify our notation, we will often use additive notation when discussing A, though we will try never to mix additive and multiplicative notation. For g P G, define a function J g : B Ñ A as follows. Condition 3 implies that gpbq¨b´1 P3 The abelianization of K n,k,l
In this section, we calculate the abelianization of K n,k,l . The actual calculation is contained in §3.3. This is proceeded by §3.1-3.2, which are devoted to constructing the necessary abelian quotients of K n,k,l . The homomorphisms constructed in §3.1 come from the action of K n,k,l on F ab n,k,l , and the homomorphisms in §3.2 come from certain Johnson crossed homomorphisms.
To simplify our notation, we define
. Also, for v P V we will denote by v P V the image in the abelianization. The notation V C is intended to indicate that this is the subgroup of V generated by basis elements whose conjugacy classes are fixed by A n,k,l .
The action on homology
The first source of abelian quotients of K n,k,l is the action of A n,k,l on V . This action restricts to the identity action on V C . If M and N are free Z-modules and N is a direct summand of M , then denote by AutpM, N q the set of automorphisms of M that restrict to the identity on N . With respect to an appropriate choice of basis, elements of AutpM, N q are represented by matrices with an identity block in the upper left hand corner and a block of zeros in the lower left hand corner. Let π : V Ñ V {V C be the projection. We have a split short exact sequence
where h P HompV {V C , V Y q corresponds to the automorphism of V that takes v P V to v`hpπpvqq. This fits into a commutative diagram of the form
In summary, we have a homomorphism A :
Remark. It is easy to write down a formula for A. Namely, if f P K n,k,l and w P V {V C , then Apf qpwq " f˚pvq´v P V Y , where v P V is any lift of w and f˚: V Ñ V is the induced action.
The Johnson homomorphisms on
The second source of abelian quotients of K n,k,l are homomorphisms constructed from Johnson crossed homomorphisms in the sense of §2. Let V 1 C ă V be the subgroup generated by V C and rV, V s. We then have a short exact sequence
It is well-known that rV, V s{rV, rV, V ss -Ź 2 V (see, e.g., [17] ). Taking the quotient of the groups in the short exact sequence (3) by rV, rV, V ss, we thus get a short exact sequence
It is clear that the group K n,k,l acts on V 1 C and thus on V 1 C {rV, rV, V ss. Also, the action of K n,k,l on V C is trivial. By the method of §2, we thus get a Johnson crossed homomorphism
Summing up, we have constructed a Johnson crossed homomorphism
If n " 0, then V " V C and thus K n,k,l acts trivially on Ź 2 V . This implies that in this case J is actually a homomorphism. If n ě 1, however, then it is only a crossed homomorphism. This can be fixed as follows. Consider c P Y Y Z. Let J c : K n,k,l Ñ Ź 2 V be the composition of J with the restriction map from HompV C ,
For f P K n,k,l , there exists some w P V such that f pcq " wcw´1. By definition, J c pf q is the image of f pcq¨c´1 " rw, cs in Ź 2 V . Letting c and w be the images of c and w in V , respectively, we get that J c pf q " w^c. In other words, the image of J c lies in V^c Ă Ź 2 V , which is isomorphic to V {xcy via the isomorphism that takes x P V {xcy tõ x^c, wherex P V is any lift of x.
So we have described a crossed homomorphism
If we further suppose that c P Z, then the fact that f is in K n,k,l implies that w is in xV Y , cy (otherwise wcw´1 will not become c when the elements of Y are deleted from it). So in the case that c P Z, we have
Since xV Y , cy Ă V C , the group K n,k,l acts trivially on xV Y , cy{xcy. This implies that J c is a homomorphism when c P Z. Tracing through the above identifications, we may calculate J c pf q for f P K n,k,l as follows. Write f pcq " wcw´1 for some w P V . Then w P xV Y , cy and f pcq is the image of w in xV Y , cy{xcy.
On the other hand, if c P Y , then we are forced to take a further quotient to get an honest homomorphism. By definition K n,k,l acts trivially on V {V Y . Letting
be the composition of J c (with its target redefined via the above isomorphism to be V {xcy) with the projection V {xcy Ñ V {xV Y , cy, it follows that J 1 c is a homomorphism. Tracing through the above identifications, we may calculate J 1 c pf q for f P K n,k,l as follows. Write f pcq " wcw´1 for some w P V . Then J 1 c pf q is the image of w in V {xY, cy.
Calculating the abelianization
We now have all the pieces necessary to prove the following two theorems. Together they imply Theorem D.
is the abelianization of K 0,k,l . This image is isomorphic to Z r with r " 2kl`kpk´1q.
Proof. Define
By Theorem A (proved in §5 below), the group K 0,k,l is generated by
has kpk´1q`2kl elements, it is enough to prove that the images under J of the elements of C Y C 1 Y C 2 are linearly independent. This follows from the following three calculations. Checking these calculations is easy and left to the reader.
• Consider C y i ,y j P C. Then JpC y i ,y j q P HompV , Ź 2 V q is the map with the following behavior for s P ty 1 , . . . , y k , z 1 , . . . , z l u.
• Consider C z i ,y j P C 1 . Then JpC z i ,y j q P HompV , Ź 2 V q is the map with the following behavior for s P ty 1 , . . . , y k , z 1 , . . . , z l u.
• Consider C y i ,z j P C. Then JpC y i ,z j q P HompV , Ź 2 V q is the map with the following behavior for s P ty 1 , . . . , y k , z 1 , . . . , z l u.
The image of the homomorphism
is the abelianization of K n,k,l . This image is isomorphic to Z r for r " 2kn`kl.
We have relations
When K n,k,l is abelianized, therefore, the generators in M 1 and C become redundant. Since M has kn elements, C 3 has kn elements, and C 1 and C 2 have kl elements, it follows that the rank of the abelianization of K n,k,l is at most 2kn`2kl. To prove the theorem, it is thus enough to show that the images under our map of the elements of
are linearly independent. This follows from the following four calculations. For c P Y Y Z, let q c : xV Y , cy Ñ xV Y , cy{xcy and q 1 c : V Ñ V {xV Y , cy be the natural maps.
• Clearly J 1 c pM q " 0 for c P Y and J c pM q " 0 for c P Z. Also, the elements of M project under A to a basis for the abelian group HompV {V C , V Y q.
• Consider
4 The groups K n,k,l are not finitely presentable
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem B. Along the way (in §4.2), we will also prove Theorem E. Let us recall the setup of Theorem B. We assume n, k, l P Z are chosen such that k ě 1 and n`l ě 2. This implies that there exists some y P Y and a, b P X Y Z such that a ‰ b. Consider m ě 1. The elements C m y,a C b,y C´m y,a and C a,y C b,y of K n,k,l commute and thus determine an abelian cycle µ m P H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq. Theorem B asserts that H 2 pK n,k,l ; Qq has infinite rank, which will follow from the fact that the µ m are linearly independent. The skeleton of the proof of this is in §4.1, which concludes with an outline of the remainder of this section. Because we will not change our hypotheses on n, k and l in this section, we will abbreviate K n,k,l as K.
Skeleton of proof
Recall that there is a bilinear pairing (the cap product or evaluation pairing)
ω : H 2 pK; QqˆH 2 pK; Qq ÝÑ Q.
In §4.2 -4.5, we will prove the following lemma. 
for all m ě 1.
Remark. We denote our cohomology class rζ r s because it will be defined by an explicit cocycle ζ r on K.
Lemma 4.1 immediately implies Theorem B. Indeed, if
then we obtain that 0 " ωp
for all r ě 1, as desired. The outline of the proof of Lemma 4.1 is as follows. In §4.2, we will construct a certain subgroup L ă K and a family of homomorphisms from L to an infinite rank free abelian group A. These homomorphisms are constructed from a Johnson crossed homomorphism. This section also contains a proof of Theorem E. In §4.4, we will compose one of these homomorphisms with a family of maps from A to Z to obtain a sequence of surjective homomorphisms
The maps α i determine elements rα i s P H 1 pL; Qq, so we can use the cup product to obtain cohomology classes rα r sY rα 0 s P H 2 pL; Qq for r ě 1. We will use a sort of averaging process to construct an element rζ r s P H 2 pK; Qq out of rα r s Y rα 0 s P H 2 pL; Qq. The calculation in Lemma 4.1 is then contained in §4.5. Our calculations in §4.4-4.5 will (alas) have to be performed at the chain level, so between §4.2 and §4.4 we have §4.3, which reviews some chain-level information about group cohomology.
The group L and its Johnson homomorphism
The goal of this section is to define a subgroup L of K with infinitely many homomorphisms L Ñ Z; we use these to construct our desired cocycles on K. In fact, we define a crossed homomorphism from K to an infinite rank abelian group, and by restriction get homomorphisms on a subgroup. In order to make these definitions, we must first investigate some subgroups of V that arise naturally given the special role of Y .
Recall that we have fixed some y P Y . Also, recall that
Define N Y to be the normal closure of Y in V . We have a short exact sequence
The group K acts on V . This action preserves N Y , and the induced action on V {N Y is trivial by the definition of K. To construct a Johnson crossed homomorphism out of this situation, we will need to quotient the groups in (5) 
is normal and preserved by K. Let M ă V be the subgroup generated by the subgroups in (6) . It is clear that M is a normal subgroup. We have a short exact sequence
Associated to this is a Johnson crossed homomorphism
Our next order of business is to find a subgroup L ă K such that L acts trivially on N Y {M . The restriction of I to L will then be an actual homomorphism. We need the following lemma about N Y {M . Proof. By assumption, we can find w 1 P rV, V s and w 2 P N Y such thatṽ "ṽ 1 w 1 w 2 . It then follows that yṽ " yṽ 1 w 1 w 2 " ppy w 2 q w 1 qṽ 1 .
Modulo M , we have y w 2 " y and y w 1 " y. It follows that modulo M , the expression in (7) equals yṽ 1 , as desired.
For v P V {V Y , pick someṽ P V that projects to v and define y v to equal the image of yṽ in N Y {M . Lemma 4.2 implies that y v is independent of the choice ofṽ. We then have the following. Proof. Let A be the free abelian group with basis the formal symbols ty v | v P V {V Y u. Using standard "covering spaces of graphs" arguments, it is easy to see that N Y is a free group with free basis S " tyṽ |ṽ P xX, Zyu. Let ρ : N Y Ñ A be the projection taking yṽ P S to y v P A, where v P V {V Y is the image of S. It is clear that M ă Kerpρq, and Lemma 4.2 implies that Kerpρq ă M . The lemma follows.
Tracing through the definitions, we see that
We define L " KerpJ 1 y q. This lets us obtain the following result. 
The target DerpV {M, N Y {M q of I is rather complicated, so our next order of business is to break it into understandable pieces. The key will be the following lemma, whose proof is trivial and thus omitted.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be an infinite cyclic group with generator t. Also, let A be an abelian group upon which G acts. The map i : DerpG, Aq Ñ A defined by ipφq " φptq is then an isomorphism.
For s P X Y Z, its image s 1 P V {M generates an infinite cyclic subgroup. We can thus compose I : L ÝÑ DerpV {M, N Y {M q with the restriction map
The value of I s is easy to calculate. Namely, for f P L we have f psq¨s´1 P N Y , and I s pf q is the image of f psq¨s´1 in N Y {M . At this point, we have developed enough machinery to prove Theorem E, whose we recall statement is as follows. Recall that
There is an obvious surjective map ρ : A 1 n,k,l Ñ A 1 n,0,l , and K 1 n,k,l " Kerpρq. Theorem E asserts that H 1 pK 1 n,k,l ; Qq has infinite rank if n, k ě 1 and n`l ě 2.
Proof of Theorem E. By assumption, we can find s P X and t P X Y Z such that s ‰ t.
Observe that K 1 n,k,l Ă L. It follows that I s restricts to a homomorphism I s :
It is enough to show that I s pK 1 n,k,l q contains an infinite set of independent elements. Now, for m P Z define h m " C m y,t M s,y C´m y,t . It is easily verified that h m P K 1 n,k,l . Also, I s ph m q is the image of
in N Y {M . Letting T be the image of t in V {V Y , we see that I s ph m q " y mT . The set ty mT | m P Zu is an infinite set of independent elements of N Y {M , and we are done.
Group cohomology at the chain level
This section contains some standard results about group cohomology, all of which are contained in [5] (although with different notation).
The standard cochain complex. Let G be a group. Denote by C n pG; Qq the Q-vector space consisting of all functions φ : G n`1 Ñ Q which are G-equivariant in the sense that φpg¨g 0 , . . . , g¨g n q " φpg 0 , . . . , g n q for all g, g 0 , . . . , g n P G. Elements of C n pG; Qq are known as n-cochains on G. They fit into a cochain compleẍ¨¨Ð ÝÝÝ Ý C n`1 pG; Qq Ð ÝÝÝ Ý C n pG; Qq Ð ÝÝÝ Ý C n´1 pG; Qq Ð ÝÝÝ Ý¨¨¨ (8) whose differential δ : C n pG; Qq Ñ C n`1 pG; Qq is given by δpφqpg 0 , . . . , g n`1 q "
The cohomology groups of (8) are H˚pG; Qq. If φ P C n pG; Qq is a cocycle, then we will denote by rφs the associated element of H n pG; Qq.
Remark. The standard cochain complex is a complex of homomorphisms from the standard resolution of Z over ZG to Q. The standard resolution is a chain complex whose n th graded piece has a basis consisting of pn`1q-tuples of elements of G. We note that there is a common alternate notation for the simplices in the standard resolution known as "bar notation." The use of bar notation leads to a different description of the standard cochain complex and a different formula for the coboundary. We are not using bar notation; our reason for avoiding it is that our averaging construction is clearer without it.
First cohomology. The Q-vector space H 1 pG; Qq is isomorphic to the space of homomorphisms G Ñ Q. Given a homomorphism f : G Ñ Q, the associated element of C 1 pG; Qq is given by φpg 0 , g 1 q " f pg 1 q´f pg 0 q pg 0 , g 1 P Gq.
We will denote the element of H 1 pG; Qq corresponding to f by rf s.
Cup products. There is a cup product map Y : H p pG; Qq b H q pG; Qq Ñ H p`q pG; Qq. If φ P C p pG; Qq and φ 1 P C q pG; Qq are cocycles, then rφs Y rφ 1 s " rφ 2 s, where φ 2 P C p`q pG; Qq is the cochain given by
Evaluating on abelian cycles. For all n ě 0, there is a bilinear pairing ω : H n pG; QqˆH n pG; Qq Ñ Q.
We will need a formula for this in the following situation. Let f 1 , f 2 : G Ñ Z be homomorphisms. Also, let g 1 , g 2 P G be commuting elements. There is then a homomorphism Z 2 Ñ G taking the generators of Z 2 to the g i . Let c P H 2 pG; Qq be the image of the standard generator of H 2 pZ 2 ; Qq -Q under the induced map H 2 pZ 2 ; Qq Ñ H 2 pG; Qq. We will call c the abelian cycle determined by g 1 and g 2 . Using the cup product structure on H˚pZ 2 ; Zq, we then have
Relating different groups. Assume now that H is a subgroup of G. We then have a diagram¨¨¨Ð
of cochain complexes inducing the natural map H˚pG; Qq Ñ H˚pH; Qq. Here the map C n pG; Qq Ñ C n pH; Qq is simply restriction. There is a cochain complex naturally lying between the cochain complexes in (9) . Denote by C n pG, H; Qq the Q-vector space consisting of all functions φ : G n`1 Ñ Q that are H-equivariant in the sense that φpg¨g 0 , . . . , g¨g n q " φpg 0 , . . . , g n q for all g P H and g 0 , . . . , g n P G. Observe that C n pG; Qq Ă C n pG, H; Qq. The spaces C n pG, H; Qq fit into a cochain compleẍ¨¨Ð
hose cohomology groups are easily seen to equal H˚pH; Qq. Further, we have maps C n pG, H; Qq Ñ C n pH; Qq by restriction. So we have a commutative diagram of the form¨¨Ð
10)
The maps C n pG, H; Qq Ñ C n pH; Qq induce a chain homotopy equivalence. We will need an explicit formula for an inverse chain homotopy equivalence. Fix a set of right coset representatives for H in G. Assume that the representative of the trivial coset is 1. For g P G, denote byĝ the coset representative of the coset H¨g. Our inverse chain homotopy equivalence is then given by the maps j : C n pH; Qq Ñ C n pG, H; Qq defined by jpφqpg 0 , . . . , g n q " φpg 0 pĝ 0 q´1, . . . , g n pĝ n q´1q pg 0 , . . . , g n P Gq.
This formula makes sense since gpĝq´1 P H for all g P G. It is easy to see that jpφq is H-equivariant and compatible with the coboundary maps.
Remark. If H is normal in G, then the diagonal action of G on C n pG, H; Qq descends to an action of G{H. By definition, the cochains C n pG; Qq are simply the invariants C n pG, H; Qq G{H , that is, the subset of cochains that are fixed by G{H. If G{H is finite, then an invariant element can be found simply by taking the sum (or average) of the G{H-orbit of any given element of C n pG, H; Qq. The procedure of taking a cocycle in C n pH; Qq, representing its cohomology class with a cocycle in C n pG, H; Qq, and summing its orbit to get a cocycle in C n pG, Qq defines a map H n pH; Qq Ñ H n pG; Qq called the transfer map.
Our construction below builds a cocycle formally using the same procedure that defines the transfer map; however, our subgroup is not of finite index so there is no transfer map to define. As we will see below, our construction works because we use cocycles that satisfy a kind of local finiteness condition.
The cocycles ζ r
Recall that we have fixed some y P Y and some a, b P X Y Z such that a ‰ b. Let A and B be the images of a and b in V {V Y , respectively. Lemma 4.3 says that ty v | v P V {V Y u is a basis for the free abelian group N Y {M . For r P Z, let α 1 r : N Y {M Ñ Z be the homomorphism such that
and let α r : L Ñ Z be the composition
We thus have elements rα r s P H 1 pL; Qq. By the formulas in §4.3, the cohomology class rα r s Y rα 0 s P H 2 pL; Qq can be represented by the cocycle η r P C 2 pL; Qq defined by the formula η r pg 0 , g 1 , g 2 q " pα r pg 1 q´α r pg 0 qqpα 0 pg 2 q´α 0 pg 1pg 0 , g 1 , g 2 P Lq.
Our goal is to modify η r so that it can be extended to a cocycle on K. Using the recipe in §4.3, we first extend η r to a cocycle κ r P C 2 pK, L; Qq using a chain homotopy equivalence defined in terms of a set of coset representatives. We will need to use a special set of coset representatives which we now describe. It is not hard to see that J 1 y : K Ñ V {V Y is surjective. Then by the definition of L as KerpJ 1 y q, we have a short exact sequence:
We choose a normalized section σ to J 1 y , so that σ : V {V Y Ñ K is a set map that is a right-inverse to J 1 y and such that σp1q " 1. Now, the set
projects under J 1 y to a basis for the free abelian group V {V Y . We can therefore choose σpxq P K such that σpxq is contained in the subgroup generated by S. Next, for g P K let g " σpJ 1 y pgqq P K. So by construction, for any g in K, the elementĝ is a representative of the coset L¨g¨. Our formula for κ r is then κ r pg 0 , g 1 , g 2 q " η r pg 0ĝ´1 0 , g 1ĝ´1 1 , g 2ĝ´1 2 q " pα r pg 1ĝ´1 1 q´α r pg 0ĝ´1 0 qqpα 0 pg 2ĝ´1 2 q´α 0 pg 1ĝ´1 1 qq. Now, if κ r P C 2 pK, L; Qq was an element of C 2 pK; Qq Ă C 2 pK, L; Qq, then it would define a cohomology class in H 2 pK; Qq. Alas, this is not true. However, we will be able to average out the action of V {V Y on κ r (as hinted in Remark 9) to get a cocycle that is honestly an element of C 2 pK; Qq.
We now consider that action. The diagonal left action of K on C 2 pK, L; Qq descends to an action of V {V Y , because the cochains in this group are already L-invariant. Specifically, for x P V {V Y , the action is given by px¨κ r qpg 0 , g 1 , g 2 q " κ r pσpxq´1g 0 , σpxq´1g 1 , σpxq´1g 2 q pg 0 , g 1 , g 2 P Kq.
We can unravel our expression for x¨κ r by considering an appropriate action of V {V Y on HompL, Zq. For β P HompL, Zq and x P V {V Y , define px¨βqpgq " βpσpxq´1gσpxqq. This is clearly a well-defined left action: K acts on HompL, Zq by conjugating inputs, and since the action of conjugation by L on HompL, Zq is trivial, the action descends. Now we can better explain x¨κ r with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. For all g 0 , g 1 , g 2 P K, we have px¨κ r qpg 0 , g 1 , g 2 q " ppx¨α r qpg 1ĝ´1 1 q´px¨α r qpg 0ĝ´1 0 qqppx¨α 0 qpg 2ĝ´1 2 q´px¨α 0 qpg 1ĝ´1 1 qq.
Proof. From the definitions, it is enough to show that for any r P Z and g P K, we have α r phĥ´1q " px¨α r qpgĝ´1q, where h " σpxq´1g. As noted before, S projects to a basis for the free abelian group V {V Y . By the definition of σ, we knowĥ´1 andĝ´1σpxq are in xSy and map to the same element of V {V Y under J 1 y . Since J 1 y maps S to a basis for its image (a free abelian group), the kernel of J 1 y | xSy is rxSy, xSys. Thus there exists some w P rxSy, xSys such thatĥ´1 "ĝ´1σpxqw. Of course α k pwq " 0. Then α r ph¨ĥ´1q " α r pσpxq´1gĝ´1σpxqwq " α r pσpxq´1gĝ´1σpxqq " px¨α r qpgĝ´1q, as desired.
This brings us to the following important lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Fix r P Z and g P L. There then only exist finitely many x P V {V Y such that px¨α r qpgq ‰ 0.
For x P V {V Y , we then have
It follows that px¨α r qpgq " 0 unless x " rA´v i for some 1 ď i ď m.
We now define ζ r : pKq 3 Ñ Q by the formula
A priori this infinite sum does not make sense; however, Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 imply that only finitely many terms of it are nonzero for any particular choice of g i . Since x¨κ r is a cocycle in C 2 pK, L; Qq for all x P V {V Y , we have that ζ r is a cocycle in C 2 pK, L; Qq. Moreover, by construction we have ζ r pσpxq´1g 0 , σpxq´1g 1 , σpxq´1g 2 q " ζ r pg 0 , g 1 , g 2 q for all x P V {V Y and g 0 , g 1 , g 2 P K. This implies the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. For all r P Z, we have that ζ r is a cocycle in C 2 pK; Qq. Hence ζ r defines a cohomology class rζ r s P H 2 pK; Qq.
4.5 Evaluating rζ r s on η m : the proof of Lemma 4.1
We now conclude this section by proving Lemma 4.1. Let us recall the setup. For m P Z, define f m " C m y,a C b,y C´m y,a and g " C a,y C b,y . It is easily verified that f m and g commute and hence determine an abelian cycle η m P H 2 pK; Qq. Next, recall that there is an evaluation pairing ω : H 2 pK; QqˆH 2 pK; Qq ÝÑ Q.
We must prove that for r, m ě 1, we have
Observe first that f m , g P L. Using the formula from §4.3, we see that 5 The combinatorial group theory of K n,k,l
The goal in this section is to prove Theorem A (which gives generators for K n,k,l ) and Theorem 5.6 in §5.2 below (which gives relations for K n,k,l , making precise Theorem C).
We begin in §5.1 by discussing a presentation of A n,k,l due to Jensen-Wahl. Next, in §5.2 we prove Theorems A and 5.6. These proofs will depend on a calculation which is contained in §5.3. Throughout this section, we will make use of the notation X " tx 1 , . . . , x n u and Y " ty 1 , . . . , y k u and Z " tz 1 , . . . , z l u.
A presentation for
For 1 ď i, j ď n such that i ‰ j and 1 ď i 1 ď n, let P i,j and I i 1 be the elements of A n,k,l that have the following behavior for v P X Y Y Y Z.
The automorphisms of the form P i,j are swaps and the automorphisms of the form I i are inversions. Elements of the form M w ǫ ,v for w, v P X Y Y Y Z are Nielsen moves and elements of the form C w,v for v P X Y Y Y Z and w P X Y Z are conjugation moves. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will tacitly identify P i,j and P j,i . We will make an extension of our notation to simplify the statement of certain relations (N2 and Q3) given below: for v, w P X Y Y Y Z and ǫ "˘1, we define the symbols
The following theorem is a restatement of Nielsen's classical presentation [24] for Aut F n in our notation and using our composition convention (right to left). A good reference for Nielsen's presentation is its verification by McCool [22] . We use McCool's terminology N1-5 for the five classes of relations in Nielsen's presentation. We restrict our attention to AutpF pXqq " A n,0,0 . Theorem 5.1 (Nielsen [24] ). The group AutpF pXqq has the presentation xS N | R N y, where
, and R N is given in Table 2 .
Nielsen's relations for AutpF pXqq
The relations R N consist of the following, where ǫ, δ P t1,´1u and indices a, b, c, d are assumed to be distinct elements of t1, . . . , nu unless stated otherwise:
N1. relations for the subgroup generated by inversions and swaps, a signed permutation group:
N2. relations for conjugating Nielsen moves by inversions and swaps, coming from the natural action of inversions and swaps on X˘1: Table 2 We now turn to A n,k,l . The following presentation is due to Jensen-Wahl [16] , who made use of an algorithm for generating such a presentation due to McCool [21] .
Theorem 5.2 (Jensen-Wahl, [16] ). The group A n,k,l has a finite presentation xS | Ry where the generating set S consists of the following elements:
• P i,j for 1 ď i, j ď n such that i ‰ j,
and the relations R are given in Table 3 .
Remark. In Jensen-Wahl's original version of the presentation, the relations Q1 were not given explicitly; rather they specified that Q1 should consist of some set of relations for AutpF pXqq with respect to the generating set S N . Of course, Nielsen's relations suffice. We have made minor changes to the presentation that are necessary for giving it in our notation and with our conventions; this includes renumbering the subclasses of relations Q3 and Q4.
Remark. In each of the classes of relation Q3.1-4, there are some relations that state that Nielsen moves and conjugation moves not in S N commute with swaps and inversions that share no indices in common. These relations do not appear in Jensen-Wahl's original presentation; we believe their omission to be an error in [16] , although a largely inconsequential one. A careful reading of Jensen-Wahl's proof of this theorem indicates the need for these extra relations.
Generators and relations for
Our main tool for studying the combinatorial group theory of K n,k,l is a certain special presentation for A n,k,l which is a slight modification of Jensen-Wahl's presentation from Theorem 5.2. Our presentation is inspired by the split exact sequence 1 ÝÑ K n,k,l ÝÑ A n,k,l ÝÑ A n,0,l ÝÑ 1 from §1. Since this sequence is split, A n,k,l is the semidirect product of A n,0,l and K n,k,l . Our presentation resembles the standard presentation for a semidirect product.
We begin by discussing our generating set, which consists of S Q Y S K where S Q and S K are defined by
Jensen and Wahl's relations for A n,k,l
The relations R consist of the following:
Q1. all the relations R N for AutpF pXqq from Nielsen's presentation, which are relations between among elements of S N , a subset of S;
Q2. relations that certain generators commute:
(2) rM x ǫ ,v , C w,z s " 1 for ǫ "˘1, x, v P X and w, z P Y Y Z, with w R tv, zu and x ‰ v; (3) rC u,v , C w,z s " 1 for u, v, w, z P Y Y Z with u R tv, w, zu and w R tv, zu;
Q3. relations conjugating other generators by swaps and inversions:
and 1 ď i ď n; (4) I i C z,x I´1 i " C z,I i pxq for x P X, z P Y Y Z, and 1 ď i ď n; t Table 4 : For s P S˘1 Q and t P S K , this table gives sts´1 in terms of the generating set S K . If there is no entry for a particular s P SQ and t P S K , then sts´1 " s´1ts " t (and these are relations in Q2). In this table, y P Y , ǫ, δ "˘1, 1 ď a, b ď n and 1 ď i, j ď l.
Of course, S Q Y S K is the generating set from Theorem 5.2. Clearly S K Ă K n,k,l , and by Theorem 5.2 the set S Q generates A n,0,l Ă A n,k,l . Table 4 gives an expression in the generating set S K for sts´1 and s´1ts, for each choice of s P S Q and t P S K . The correctness of these expressions as equations in A n,k,l can be verified by direct computation, or by using the relations in Theorem 5.2. We have provided hints for the reader who wishes to derive these relations from the earlier ones. With Table 4 , we can prove Theorem A, which we recall asserts that S K generates K n,k,l .
Proof of Theorem A. In the presentation for A n,k,l from Theorem 5.2, setting t " 1 for all t P S K results in the presentation from the same theorem for A n,0,l . This implies that S K normally generates K n,k,l . The calculations in Table 4 then show that the subgroup of A n,k,l generated by S K is normal, so S K generates K n,k,l .
We now turn to the relations for our new presentation of A n,k,l , which consist of R Q Y R K Y R conj , where R Q , R K , and R conj are as defined below. First, R Q Ă F pS Q q is the subset of the relations R from Theorem 5.2 that are in F pS Q q. By inspecting Theorem 5.2, it is apparent that xS Q | R Q y -A n,0,l , since these are exactly the relations that appear when k " 0. Next, let f :
be the function that takes ps ǫ , tq P S˘1 QˆS K to the expression for s ǫ ts´ǫ given by Table 4 . Define R conj " ts ǫ ts´ǫpf ps ǫ , tqq´1 | s P S Q , t P S K , ǫ "˘1u.
Finally, we define R K to be the subset of the relations R from Theorem 5.2 that lie entirely within F pS K q. The reader can check that this coincides with the set of relations R1-R5 from §1.
We can now state our presentation.
Before proving this, we record a few additional relations. The relations C2 are used to prove Proposition 5.3; the relations C1 will be used later.
Lemma 5.4. The following relations in S K follow from R K and R conj , and therefore hold in
‰ " 1 for ǫ, δ "˘1, x P X, y P Y , z P Y YZ and v P X YZ, with z ‰ y and v R tz, x, yu.
(3)
" C ǫ y,v C z,y C´ǫ y,v , C w,y ‰ " 1 for ǫ "˘1, y P Y , z, w P Y Y Z and v P X Y Z with w ‰ u, y R tz, wu and v R tz, w, yu.
C2. (1)
"
(2) " C ǫ y,z C w,y C´ǫ y,z , C z,y C w,y ‰ " 1 for ǫ "˘1, y P Y , and w, z P Z with w ‰ z.
Proof. To derive C1.1, start with the relation rM x δ a ,y , M x ζ b ,y s " 1 from R1.1. We conjugate this relation by M´ǫ x δ a ,v and move the conjugating elements into the commutator. The relation C1.1 follows by modifying the conjugates of commutator factors using relations from R conj . The derivations for C1.2 and C1.3 are completely parallel. To derive C2.1, start with the relation rM x δ ,y , C v,y s " 1 from R1.2. We conjugate by M´ǫ x δ ,v , move the conjugating elements into the commutator, and apply relations from R conj to get
This is a product of the form rg, hg´1s " 1, so of course the corresponding expression rg, hs " 1 follows, which is relation C2.1. The derivation of C2.2 is parallel.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Since all the relations in
it is enough to show that all the relations in Theorem 5.2 are consequences of the relations
In fact, almost all the relations in Theorem 5.2 already lie in R K Y R Q Y R conj . As the reader can easily check, there are three exceptions.
• Relation Q4.1 1 when v P Y and z P X Y Z. Recall that this asserts that
Rearranging the terms, we get
which lies in R conj (it is written in Table 4 as
• Relation Q4.2 when v P Z and z P Y . This asserts that
Multiplying on the left by M´1 x δ ,v and applying two relations from R conj , we see that we must prove that
By relation R1.2, we commute M´1 x δ ,z past C´1 v,z to get
By relation C2.1 from Lemma 5.4, we can commute
Then the resulting relation is obviously true.
• Relation Q4.2 1 when v and w are in Z and z is in Y . This asserts that
Multiplying on the left by C´1 w,v and applying two relations from R conj , we see that we must prove that
Relation R1.3 allows us to commute C´1 v,z past C´1 w,z , and the relation becomes
Then by relation C2.2 from Lemma 5.4, we can commute C´1 w,z C´1 v,z past C z,v C w,z C´1 z,v and the resulting expression is trivially true.
From Proposition 5.3, one might be led to think that K n,k,l is isomorphic to xS K | R K y. If it were, then the standard presentation for a semidirect product would yield Proposition 5.3. However, this is false (recall that we earlier proved Theorem B, which asserts that K n,k,l is not finitely presented). The problem is that A n,0,l does not act on xS K | R K y; the obvious candidate for an action from Proposition 5.3 does not preserve R K .
To fix this, we will have to add some additional relations. Recall that above (see (11)) we defined a function f : S˘1 QˆS K Ñ F pS K q. For fixed s P S˘1 Q , we have f ps,¨q : S K Ñ F pS K q. Since F pS K q is a free group, this extends to a homomorphism f ps,¨q : F pS K q Ñ F pS K q. These maps assemble to a set map f : S˘1 Q Ñ EndpF pS K qq. A tedious but elementary calculation shows that for all t P S Q and s P S K , we have f pt´1, f pt, sqq " s and f pt, f pt´1, sqq " s.
This lets us deduce two things. First, f pS˘1 Q q Ă AutpF pS K qq. Second, f pt´1q " f ptq´1. This second fact lets us extend f to a homomorphism f : F pS Q q Ñ AutpF pS K qq. In other words, f induces an action of F pS Q q on F pS K q. We will still write f as a two-variable function f : F pS Q qˆF pS K q Ñ F pS K q. Finally, we construct our extended set of relations.
One should think of f pw, rq here as the "conjugate" of the relation r by w. By construction, F pS Q q acts on xS K |R K y. We will prove the following proposition in §5.3.
We can now give a presentation for K n,k,l . Theorem 5.6. We have K n,k,l -xS K |R K y.
Proof. Set Γ " xS K |R K y. Using Proposition 5.5, we can form the semidirect product of Γ and A n,0,l . This fits into the following commutative diagram
However, using the relations R conj we see that the relations inR K zR K are redundant. Using Proposition 5.3, we deduce that
The five lemma then implies that Γ -K n,k,l , as desired.
In [1] , Bartholdi defined an L-presentation to be an expression
where S is a set of generators, Φ is a set of endomorphisms of F pSq, and Q and R are sets of relations in F pSq. The group presented by the L-presentation above is F pSq{N , where N ⊳ F pSq is the normal closure of the set
Here Φ˚denotes the closure of Φ Y tid F pSqq u under composition. An L-presentation is finite if S, Q, Φ and R are finite, ascending if Q " ∅, and injective if Φ consists of injective endomorphisms.
Corollary 5.7. The group K n,k,l has the following finite L-presentation, which is also ascending and injective.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6 and the definition ofR K .
Proof of Proposition 5.5
In this subsection, we again use Γ to denote xS K |R K y. We prove here that A n,0,l acts on Γ. Our proof uses the presentation of A n,0,l directly; we would prefer a more conceptual proof but we were unable to find one. Proof. Inspecting the proof of Lemma 5.4, we see that all relations C1.1-3 and C2.1-2 follow easily from relations in tf pt, rq | t P S˘1 Q , r P R K u, which is a subset ofR K .
For each generator s P S Q Y S K , we define two subsets, the support, denoted supppsq Ă pX Y Y Y Zq˘1, and the multiplier set, denoted mult s Ă X Y Y Y Z. We define these as follows:
• supppI a q " tx a , x´1 a u and multpI a q " tx a u,
• supppP a,b q " tx a , x´1 a , x b , x´1 b u and multpP a,b q " tx a , x b u,
• supppM x ǫ ,v q " tx ǫ u and multpM x ǫ ,v q " tvu, and
• supppC w,v q " tw, w´1u and multpC w,v q " tvu.
For s with s´1 P S K Y S Q , define supppsq " suppps´1q and multpsq " multps´1q. For g P F pS K Y S Q q with g " s 1¨¨¨sm (as reduced words) for s 1 , . . . , s m P pS K Y S Q q˘1, define supppgq " Ť m i"1 suppps i q and multpgq " Ť m i"1 multps i q. The following two lemmas can easily be proven using the definition of f and induction on word length. The proofs are left to the reader. Lemma 5.9. Suppose s P F pS K q and t P F pS Q q. If supppsq X suppptq " ∅, supppsq X multptq˘1 " ∅ and suppptq X multpsq˘1 " ∅, then f pt, sq " s as elements of F pS K q.
Lemma 5.10. Suppose s P F pS K q and t P F pS Q q. Then supppf pt, sqq Ă supppsq Y suppptq Y multpsq˘1 and multpf pt, sqq Ă multpsq Y multptq.
Proof of Proposition 5.5 . Recall that the goal is to show that f defines an action of A n,0,lxS Q | R Q y on Γ. From the discussion preceding the statement of Proposition 5.5, we know that f defines a homomorphism F pS Q q Ñ AutpΓq. To prove the proposition, it is enough to show that each relation in R Q fixes each generator in S K as an element of Γ under this action. We do this in several cases, depending on which relations in R Q we are considering.
Case 1. Relations from Q3, N1 and N2.
In the action of F pS Q q on F pS K q, these relations fix each element of S K . This can be verified by direct computation, but it is also easy to see for structural reasons. The subgroupP of F pS Q q generated by swaps and inversions acts on F pS Q q and F pS K q directly through the action of a signed permutation group P , and on AutpF pS Kdiagonally. This implies that the relations N1 act trivially on S K , because these relations hold in P . The action homomorphism f : F pS Q q Ñ AutpF pS Kis equivariant with respect to these actions because the definitions in Table 4 are uniform with respect to the subscripts of the generators. The map f sends the conjugation action ofP on F pS Q q to the diagonal action on AutpF pS K qq. Then all the relations from N2 and Q3 act trivially on F pS K q because of the equivariance of f : F pS Q q Ñ AutpF pS K qq.
Case 2. Relations from Q2 and N4.
These are exactly the relations in R Q that state that certain pairs of generators t 1 , t 2 from S Q commute, where each t i is a Nielsen move or a conjugation move. Instead of enumerating the numerous subcases for this case, we treat many cases simultaneously by analyzing the supports and multiplier sets of the generators.
In each case, we can write our relation as t 1 t 2 " t 2 t 1 for some t 1 , t 2 P S Q . By inspecting relations Q2 and N4, we see that this implies supppt 1 q X supppt 2 q " supppt 1 q X multpt 2 q˘1 " supppt 2 q X multpt 1 q˘1 " ∅.
By definition, we have supppt i q Y multpt i q Ă pX Y Zq˘1 for i " 1, 2. Suppose s P S K . If supppsq Y multpsq Ă Y˘1, then both t 1 t 2 and t 2 t 1 fix s by Lemma 5.9. So we suppose this is not the case; however, we must have supppsq Ă Y˘1 or multpsq Ă Y . If supppsq Ă Y˘1, this means s " C y,v for some y P Y and v P X YZ. In particular, this means pmultpt i q˘1 Y supppt iX supppsq " ∅ for i " 1, 2. If the relation acts nontrivially on s, then at least one t i , say t 1 , satisfies f pt 1 , sq ‰ s. Then by Lemma 5.9, we have that supppt 1 q Ă tv, v´1u. From the definition of f , we know supppf pt 1 , sqq " ty, y´1u and multpf pt 1 , sqq Ă tvu Y multpt 1 q. From Equation (12), we know supppt 2 q X multpt 1 q˘1 " ∅. Then since multpt 2 q˘1 X supppf pt 1 , sqq " ∅, Lemma 5.9 implies that either supppt 2 q Ă tv, v´1u or else f pt 2 , sq " s and f pt 2 t 1 , sq " f pt 1 , sq. Since the latter case implies that f pt 1 t 2 , sq " f pt 2 t 1 , sq, we assume that t i Ă tv, v´1u for i " 1, 2. By Equation (12) , the only way this is possible is if s " C y,xa , t 1 " M x ǫ a ,y and t 2 " M x´ǫ a ,y for some x ǫ a P X˘1. Direct computation shows that f pt 2 t 1 , sq " f pt 1 t 2 , sq in F pS K q in this case. Now suppose that multpsq Ă Y . First we suppose that supppsq X supppt 1 q ‰ ∅; in fact, this implies that supppsq " supppt 1 q. Then by Lemma 5.10, supppf pt 1 , sqq Ă supppsqYmultpsq˘1 and multpf pt 1 , sqq Ă multpt 1 qYmultpsq. Then psupppt 2 qYmultpt 2 q˘1qX supppgq " ∅ and psupppgq Y multpgq˘1q X supppt 2 q " ∅ for g " s and for g " f pt 1 , sq (this uses Equation (12)). Then f pt 1 t 2 , sq " f pt 2 t 1 , sq by Lemma 5.9. Swapping the roles of t 1 and t 2 , we can now suppose that supppsq X supppt i q " ∅ for i " 1, 2.
Still supposing that multpsq Ă Y , we suppose (as above) that f pt 1 , sq ‰ s. Then this implies that supppsq Ă multpt 1 q˘1, supppf pt 1 , sqq Ă supppt 1 q Y supppsq Y Y˘1 and multpf pt 1 , sqq Ă multpt 1 qY Y . If supppsqX multpt 2 q˘1 " ∅, Then psupppt 2 qY multpt 2 q˘1qX supppgq " ∅ and psupppgq Y multpgq˘1q X supppt 2 q " ∅ for g " s and for g " f pt 1 , sq implying that f pt 1 t 2 , sq " f pt 2 t 2 , sq. So we also assume that supppsq Ă multpt 2 q˘1. Then there are only nine remaining cases; these are given in Table 5 . To finish this case, we must show that the expressions for f pt 2 t 1 , sq´1f pt 1 t 2 , sq in Table 5 are always trivial in Γ. The entries for s " M xȃ 1,y are trivial by relations R1.1-3; those for s " C z i ,y are trickier. We consider the terms from one of the entries: only cases where we might have f pgh, sq not equal to f phg, sq are where s equals M v ǫ ,y ,and X k " tpγ 1 , . . . , γ k ) | γ 1 , . . . , γ k are homotopy classes of oriented closed curves on Σ g u.
Let Y k Ă X k be Y k " tpγ 1 , . . . , γ k q P X k | γ 1 , . . . , γ k are distinct, simple and disjointly realizable with Σ g zpγ 1 Y¨¨¨Y γ k q is connectedu.
Remark. The fact that Σ g zpγ 1 Y¨¨¨Y γ k q is connected implies that γ 1 , . . . , γ k are nonnullhomotopic.
